
 

OMNITRONIC MCX-4250 100V adaptor 1U
4-channel audio transformer

Art. No.: 80709580
GTIN: 4026397306118

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397306118

Weight: 20,00 kg

Length: 0.58 m

Width: 0.56 m

Heigth: 0.11 m

Description:

Adapt yourself!
The keyword is upgrading. Cars are upgraded with partical filters, computers get a software
update and TVs a digital receiver. In the audio field can be upgraded as well. If you want to use
the 100 voltage technic for example, but don't have the suitable amplifier which transforms the
low impedance to 100 voltage, here comes a affordable solution: The OMNITRONIC
MCX-4250. This adapter adjusts to your old amplifier so you can keep on using it and wont
have to replace it. Therefore you can easily distribute the signal with your amplifier to a ELA
system while define 4 zones separately. And with only one height unit, the MCX-4250 is very
compact and wont take much space. Upgrading the easy way, isn't it?

Features:

- Output transformer for power amplifiers or speakers without built-in 70 V or 100 V audio
transformer

- 4 x 250 W
- Use your existing amplifier for distributing the sound signal in a PA system
- Converts low-impedance signals into 70 V or 100 V signals
- Connections via terminal blocks
- Signal indicators
- Rugged steel chassis
- Rack installation, 1 U

Technical specifications:

Output power: Max. 400 W
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Frequency range: 50 - 16000 Hz

Dimensions: Width: 48,3 cm

 Depth: 49 cm

 Height: 4,45 cm

Weight: 18,50 kg

Output power: 4 x 250 W

Output type: 70 V or 100 V

Distortion factor: <1 %

Connectors: 4 terminal blocks

Indicators: signal

Construction: steel chassis

Dimensions: 482 x 490 x 48 mm

 Rack installation with 1 U

Minimum mounting depth: 510 mm
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